See related research by Muller *et al.*, <http://ccforum.com/content/16/1/R34>

In the previous issue of *Critical Care*, Muller and colleagues present risk factors for renal dysfunction and renal replacement therapy in a cohort of 388 patients with severe sepsis or septic shock using multivariate analyses \[[@B1]\]. Of their results, the authors emphasise that there was no association between treatment with hydroxyethyl starch (HES) 130/0.4 in the first 24 hours of the study period and renal impairment.

Whether or not HES 130/0.4 causes acute kidney failure in septic patients is heavily debated. On one hand, the former starch solutions with higher molecular weight and substitution ratio caused acute kidney failure in septic patients when assessed in randomised clinical trials (RCTs) \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. Also, the use of colloids has never been proven to decrease mortality in critically ill patients when compared with crystalloids \[[@B4]\]. On the other hand, the newer HES 130/0.4 is claimed to have a much better safety profile. The volume-sparing effect of HES 130/0.4 seems much smaller than expected \[[@B5]\], however, and the safety and efficacy of this solution have not been adequately evaluated, as demonstrated in a recent systematic review \[[@B6]\].

The observational nature of the present study allows many explanations for the lack of association between HES treatment and poor renal outcome; for example, the authors probably underestimate the true incidence of renal dysfunction when using baseline creatinine from the current hospital admission, clinicians may have avoided HES treatment in patients at risk of developing renal failure, and the study power is too low. All of these factors tend to mask any harmful effect of HES treatment.

It is important to bear in mind that observational data should be used to identify potential adverse reactions of medical products, but should not be used to assess safety. Issues of safety must be assessed in well-powered RCTs with patient-important endpoints such as persistent organ failure, mortality and quality of life. HES 130/0.4 therefore cannot be considered safe even after the publication of the data by Muller and colleagues.

Better evidence will soon help clinicians decide on the use of HES 130/0.4 in sepsis. One larger trial has recently been published \[[@B5]\], and three large trials have finished the inclusion and their results will soon be reported \[[@B7]-[@B9]\]. Together, the results of these RCTs will elucidate the safety profile of HES 130/0.4 and inform us whether this starch should be used for septic patients. Until then, we believe that HES 130/0.4 should be given to septic patients only in the settings of RCTs as stated in the recently published European Society of Intensive Care Medicine guidelines for colloid therapy in intensive care \[[@B10]\].

Returning to the data presented by Muller and colleagues, another question emerges. The use of vasopressor was independently associated with a need for renal replacement therapy in their cohort of septic patients. Does this mean we should not use vasopressors for septic shock? Hopefully, in general, low validity of multivariate adjusting in ICU datasets with complex interventions contributes to this association. On the other hand, when choosing interventions in septic shock, the option often is either/or. If you give less fluid, you have to give more vasopressor. Fluid volume was not included in the analysis by Muller and colleagues, but again multivariate adjusting is unlikely to contribute to the answer to the question of the balance between fluid and vasopressor therapy. Here RCTs are urgently needed, in particular, as practice may be changing with more restrictive fluid therapy also in patients with sepsis \[[@B11]\].
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